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A B S T R A C T

Fluvial flood risk systems are characterized by complex interactions and feedbacks as well as subject to changes
of hazard, exposure and vulnerability. Disregarding spatial and temporal dependencies and changes in the
components of risk introduces biases to risk estimates. A systems approach to large-scale flood risk assessment
and management is proposed to account for the complexity and dynamic nature of flood risk. The systems
approach provides methods and tools that offer a more comprehensive view to flood risk, reveal the relevant
interactions, and quantify feedbacks in flood risk systems. Policymakers and flood risk managers can benefit
from the systems approach in the development of comprehensive risk reduction strategies.
1. Introduction

Globally, floods are among the most destructive natural hazards.
During recent decades floods have affected billions of people [1] and
have caused an annual average economic damage of about USD 100
million [2]. Large-scale floods affect extended areas of several thou-
sands of square kilometres encompassing multiple catchments with
national and regional direct impacts. At this scale, important inter-
actions and feedbacks between hazard, exposure and vulnerability
processes, as well as dynamic developments of the flood risk system
may emerge, that need to be taken into consideration to obtain more
accurate and reliable risk estimates [3].

To account for this complexity and the dynamic nature of flood risk
a system approach is recommended. A systems approach starts from the
notion that the whole is something besides the parts and seeks to have
a deep understanding of the big picture with all its components. In this
way it aims to make problems more tractable and gives new insights
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when the complex interplay of its components are taken into account
in their overall impact. With regard to flood risk, a systems approach
addresses the interactions and feedbacks between different components
of risk and the temporal evolution of flood risk drivers [4,5].

A fluvial flood risk system comprises a chain of meteorological,
hydrological, open channel flow, inundation and damage processes
[6]. Flood risk arises from these processes usually triggered by rainfall
which forms runoff in the affected catchments depending on climatic,
topographic, land cover and soil (moisture) conditions. The catchment
runoff then concentrates in creeks and propagates within the river
network. Discharges above the bankfull capacity induce inundations
and affect exposed elements. While the image of a chain may suggest
a sequence of processes, it is important to recognize that interactions
and feedbacks may interlink some of these components in a complex
way (Fig. 1). Accordingly, one driver may influence different risk
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Fig. 1. Stylized representation of a flood risk system with examples for interrelations between the components of risk. Background drawing ©Carof-Beeldleveranciers.
components directly or indirectly and may be subject to changes [3,
7,8].

One example of interactions is the one between the atmosphere
and catchment sub-systems. Flood generation depends on the spatial
and temporal patterns of precipitation and catchment wetness. The
interplay of both controls gives rise to spatially distributed flood mag-
nitudes [9–11]. Neglecting this variability and instead assuming homo-
geneous return periods of flood peaks throughout the entire catchment
may result in inaccurate flood risk estimates [12,13].

A second example is the upstream–downstream interaction in the
river-dike–floodplain sub-system. The creation of detention areas
and/or the occurrence of levee breaches reduces flood levels and the
probability of flooding downstream, (e.g. [14,15]) In contrast, local
flood protection schemes induce higher flow rates that propagate and
may aggravate flood risk downstream (e.g. [16,17]). For example, in
2002 a severe flood occurred in the Elbe River in Germany, which
caused losses to the federal states of Saxony (upstream) and Saxony-
Anhalt (downstream) of about EUR 8.70 million and EUR 1.75 million,
respectively [18]. After the flood, the state of Saxony invested in
levee reinforcement and other flood protection measures. About ten
years later, in June 2013, another severe flood hit the Elbe River [9].
The reinforced embankments along the Elbe River in Saxony could
withstand the extreme water levels, and thus led to lower losses in
Saxony (around EUR 1.19 million). However downstream, in Saxony-
Anhalt, losses were higher than those experienced in 2002 (around EUR
1.92 million) and a debate arose on the effect of the reinforced levees
upstream on flood levels downstream [18]. Ignoring these effects often
leads to suboptimal risk reduction strategies. A systems approach looks
into these effects and assesses the changes in risk across the whole
system as a consequence of measures implemented locally, and enables
to include these aspects into decision making.

A third example is related to changes in exposure and vulnerability
which alter the socio-economic sub-systems affected by flooding. In-
dividuals may, for instance, undertake private precautionary measures
such as flood barriers, wet-proofing, or adaptive building use in order
to lower the vulnerability of households and eventually reduce flood
2

losses (e.g. [19]). The implementation of private precaution is often
influenced by factors such as awareness, past flood experience, level of
protection and other socio-economic and dwelling characteristics. For
example, strengthening flood protection schemes, as in the above exam-
ple for the federal state of Saxony (Germany), reduces the frequency of
flooding locally. As a consequence, this may attract new settlements in
the hinterland and reduce the motivation to implement precautionary
measures. Hence, this ‘‘levee effect’’ may increase exposure and vulner-
ability, eventually resulting in higher losses in case of extreme floods
[4,20].

These examples illustrate that current practice in flood risk as-
sessment and management often takes a limited view that ignores
interactions, feedbacks and changes in flood risk systems, particularly
at large scales. This is both due to limited awareness of complex
interactions and to a lack of methods to quantify and account for these
interactions.

Taking a systems perspective helps in understanding the interplay of
physical and societal processes such as hydro-meteorological extremes,
flood protection schemes and risk awareness and perception in a highly
diverse stakeholder landscape with multi faceted interests and goals.
Implementing a systems approach requires enhanced models, tools and
datasets that enable the analysis of interactions in flood risk systems,
give insights into system behaviour and enhance the use of large data
volumes to comprehensively assess flood risk in large regions.

This paper highlights recent advancements in terms of approaches,
methods and tools to support a systems approach in large-scale flood
risk assessment and management. It gives examples for (1) methods
that provide spatially consistent hazard scenarios for large-scale risk
assessment, (2) the use of new technologies in comprehensive risk
models to accommodate the thirst for data and to reduce computing
times. (3) fully coupled river-levee–floodplain models that take into
account failure mechanisms of flood defences and resulting flood and
inundation processes as well as the spatial redistribution of risk such
as upstream–downstream interactions, (4) extended analytical frame-
works for interactions in human–flood systems taking changes in flood
risk drivers and human behaviour into account.
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These examples are based on research and outcomes achieved in the
Marie-Skłodowska-Curie European Training Network ‘SYSTEM-RISK’.
The aim of this paper is to offer an overview of these recent develop-
ments for enhancing flood risk assessment and management. Readers
who are interested in the details of the approaches and methods may
refer to the original research papers.

2. New approaches, methods and tools for a systems approach in
flood risk assessment and management

2.1. Spatially consistent and unprecedented hazard scenarios

Flood risk assessment and management often build on local-scale
hazard and risk mapping approaches. Piecing together these local
results for large-scale risk assessments falls short in consistently rep-
resenting the spatial variability of floods and their consequences. Yet,
certain purposes, such as strategic planning or estimating worst-case
scenarios at the national or continental level, require spatially coherent
risk estimates. This makes it necessary to assess floods over large
regions with risk drivers that change over time.

Diederen et al. [21] have developed a new statistical methodology
for the generation of spatially coherent river discharge peaks over
multiple river basins that retain the observed dependence structure
between peaks of flood events at 298 different locations in Europe.
The approach builds on noise removal and wave tracking methods for
the identification of flood waves across major European river basins
(for an animated illustration of discharge waves in major European
rivers for pan-European flood risk assessment cf. URL: https://av.tib.
eu/media/40894). A mixture multi-variate dependence model is used
to capture the dependence structure of discharge peaks between all
locations (within and across catchments) and to create a catalogue of
spatially coherent synthetic flood event set. Similarly, the stochastic
weather generator proposed by Diederen and Liu [22] is a new ap-
proach to simulate high-resolution precipitation events for large areas
with a much larger variety of spatio-temporal dynamics. The event
generator produces precipitation events which are sequenced along a
timeline with dry spells between events. These data can be further pro-
cessed with hydrological models to produce scenarios of hypothetical
floods including previously unobserved extremes and addressing system
behaviour of large-scale flood risk systems.

Further, the interplay of different flood drivers may contribute to
the generation of extreme floods, as for instance the simultaneous oc-
currence of extreme precipitation with high soil moisture or snowmelt
can result in amplifying effects (e.g. [9–11]). Disregarding such com-
pound events may lead to an incorrect assessment of risk [23]. In the
context of flood risk, the memory of hydro-meteorological systems at
different timescales affects the generation of extreme floods. Using a
hydrological and hydraulic modelling system [24] have investigated
the role of soil-moisture and snow for the intensification of extreme
floods in the catchment of the Rhine River (Germany). It is shown that
meteorological autocorrelation has a strong impact on the magnitude
of peak discharge and that the hydrological memory from snow ac-
cumulation and soil-moisture complements the generation of extreme
discharges. For the case of the Rhine catchment, peak discharges have
been reduced by 80% without meteorological autocorrelation.

These novel approaches allow to producing spatially coherent flood
scenarios for large-scale hazard and risk assessments, improved flood
risk management plans and simulating compound events to prepare
decision-makers for events never experienced to date.

2.2. New technologies to exploit large data volumes

Deploying flood models is time-consuming, particularly at large-
scale, because various large input datasets have to be processed from
different sources. Along with this, the increasing quantity, complexity
and resolution of useful datasets imposes a growing demand for skills
3

and knowledge on model developers and users. Furthermore, the fre-
quent update cycles of some datasets may require regular adjustments
of deployed models to keep them current. The ‘‘LFPtoolbox’’ (URL:
https://github.com/jsosa/LFPtools) offers a set of programmes to au-
tomate input data processing for efficient large-scale flood inundation
modelling [25]. ‘‘LFPtoolbox’’ programmes have been demonstrated
in the UK’s Severn basin on a model built at 1 km resolution using
publicly available data sets only. Further, these tools made it possible
to simulate the river hydraulic and inundation processes in almost
300 European river basins for a period covering the last 26 years at
daily time steps and high spatial detail (90 m resolution). As such,
‘‘LFPtoolbox’’ may be used as an intermediate platform to streamline
the preparation of local, continental or global flood inundation studies
in combination with any hydraulic model.

Still, computational complexity and effort as well as lack of data
can constrain the preparation of large-scale flood hazards maps. An
alternative approach to increase the availability of flood hazard maps
uses terrain analysis of digital elevation models [26]. It builds on a
method to downscale coarse flood hazard maps, i.e. enhancing the
spatial detail and coverage of flood-prone areas, and to delineate flood-
prone areas in river basins where no flood hazard maps are available.
This approach yields an envelope flood extent which does not represent
hydrodynamic processes, but is instead ‘‘shaped’’ by topography and
geomorphological features. Machine learning algorithms are trained
to represent non-linear functional relationships of flood maps and
geomorphological and hydro-climatic catchment characteristics [27].
The ‘‘Smart-Flood’’ tool (Fig. 2) is available as a web application (URL:
http://107.23.156.64/webgis/smartflood/?from=) at the global scale.
It is fully functional making it a workable and effective solution to
stakeholders such as flood managers or insurers.

2.3. Upstream–downstream interactions as an example for system be-
haviour

Accounting for system behaviour such as upstream–downstream
interactions is crucial for risk managers to assess flood risk realisti-
cally and draft reliable risk management plans. Authorities need this
information based on the entire flood risk system, but it also opens
new challenges related to data availability and computational costs.
In practice, applying such complex modelling frameworks is often not
feasible. Recent modelling approaches aim to bridge this gap between
complexity and applicability. One of these approaches consists of a
simplified levee-breach model for large river systems to represent the
upstream–downstream effects of different levee failure processes on
water levels and exceedance duration.

Levee failure processes are complex and breaching processes are
usually simplified in modelling using fragility curves which give failure
probability as a function of water level. While this assumption is
reasonable for overtopping, piping processes depend also largely on
the duration of high water levels. As a further development of fragility
curves, fragility surfaces are introduced as failure probabilities account-
ing for water level and duration [30]. This new levee failure modelling
concept has been applied in a flood risk study for the Rhine River in the
Netherlands. The comparison of system behaviour when accounting for
different levee failure scenarios including no levee failure, overtopping,
and duration induced failure reveals that duration induced failures
mostly occur at a late stage during the flood wave, i.e. after the flood
peak. This implies that levees fail when water levels are receding,
and thus smaller flood volumes leave the main river and the relief
downstream is reduced.

Computational efficient simulations of levee failures in a fully 2D
hydrodynamic model in large areas are needed to more realistically
represent flood inundation processes in interaction with topography,
flood control and protection schemes in the floodplains including also
upstream–downstream interactions. A newly developed extension to

the LISFLOOD-FP model [31] allows levee-breach analysis locally and
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Fig. 2. ‘‘Smart-Flood’’ Web-application [26] showing a sample overlay of the 100-year return period flood hazard map for Europe [28] in cyan colour on the downscaled and
extrapolated hydrogeomorphic flood-prone areas delineated using the Geomorphic Flood Index (GFI, [29]) in dark blue colour. The GFI-based flood hazard map covers also smaller
tributaries, and thus provides a more complete picture of flood prone areas in the region. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)
in large domains. The new model represents the hydraulic interactions
in a river network induced by multiple levee breach locations and the
links between channel and floodplain in a fully 2D-mode [32]. This
approach is geared towards minimum set-up efforts and data require-
ments. A benchmark comparison with a more complex 2D model (HEC-
RAS 2D, version 5.0.3) has demonstrated its capability to efficiently
simulate levee failure and consequent inundation of the protected
floodplain in 2D mode. This gives risk modellers enhanced options to
represent system behaviour such as backwater effects and backflow
processes from the floodplains. Ultimately, risk managers have more
realistic scenarios to inform their decisions. Under the solidarity princi-
ple of the EU Floods Directive, understanding the effects that levees and
levee failures have in terms of shifting risks and being able to swiftly
analyse and visualize these effects is useful when planning new risk
reduction strategies including structural measures such as levees [33].

2.4. Extended analytical frameworks for interactions in human–flood sys-
tems

Flood hazard maps are an important basis for the implementation
of the EU Floods Directive 2007/60/EC [34]. This also requires the
provision of flood risk maps and the implementation of flood risk
management plans. These plans need to devise risk reduction strategies
and specific measures, and need to align with the so-called solidarity
principle, one the Directive’s key principles. This is particularly rele-
vant for all those systems, both national and trans-boundary, where
upstream–downstream conflicts may arise from the implementation of
flood protection measures and consequent spatial redistribution of risk,
as discussed above for the example of levee failures. This redistribution
of flood risk only becomes visible if larger regions are considered. A
new framework for systemic flood risk assessment specifically takes the
upstream–downstream conflicts into account in a multi-objective flood
risk optimization approach [35]. This framework has been applied to
the IJssel River (a branch of the Dutch Rhine River) [36] and to a
trans-boundary stretch of the Rhine River, including Dutch and German
protected areas [33,35].

These applications showed that neglecting system behaviour has
two consequences for flood risk management. First, it leads to higher
expected annual damages at downstream locations and for the system
as a whole [36]. Second, it leads to a false sense of the equal distribu-
tion of flood risk within the system, which can be misleading when
4

deciding upon what area to prioritize in the allocation of economic
resources to reduce flood risk [35].

A system approach to flood risk management accounts for system
behaviour and allows revealing the trade-offs between efficiency in risk
reduction and equity in risk distribution [33].

Measures which are best at reducing risk for the system as a whole
may achieve this at the expense of increased risk in some areas in
the system. On the contrary, measures which lead to an almost equal
risk distribution may obtain very little overall risk reduction. The
new framework allows exploring the Pareto-front of risk management
measures with regard to efficiency and equity and identifying the most
convenient alternative by balancing both aspects. Flood risk managers
may benefit from it, as it permits the quantification of the redistribution
of risk and the discovery of interactions and conflicts among riverine
communities in the assessment of risk management strategies.

While an improved understanding and more comprehensive estima-
tion of flood risk supports informed decision making, the implementa-
tion of flood risk management strategies at the societal level involves
numerous sectors with diverse interests and responsibilities divided
between many actors. Improving the levels of integration in flood risk
management across sectors and between spatial levels can help to take
advantage of synergies and/or create additional opportunities. A sys-
tematic assessment of the integration context and challenge, associated
objectives, relationships between actors responsible to achieve these
objectives, influencing mechanisms, and integrated knowledge, policies
and interventions form the basis of a new framework for assessing
degrees of integration in flood risk management [37]. Overall, this
framework offers an approach to assess the key elements of integra-
tion in flood risk management at multiple different geographical and
institutional scales to help policy makers and practitioners identify
key elements for improvement, such as strengthening specific actor
relationships or the availability of governance mechanisms.

By taking a systems approach to understanding the governance
capacity needed for integration, entry points can be identified for
improving multi-actor participation, alignment between flood risk and
sector-specific plans, and synergies across interventions in practice.
As such, a systems perspective encompasses both the physical system
where management interventions are applied and the governance sys-
tem where decisions are made. These findings point out that adopting
a systems perspective has a large potential to reduce flood impacts.
These systemic interactions can be harnessed to jointly reduce flood
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Fig. 3. Regional trends in flood discharges across Europe over the period 1960–2010. Panels a and b show the trends for the median flood (T = 2 years) and panels c and d for
the 100-year flood. The flood trends refer to small catchment area (S = 100 km2) in panel a and c and to large catchment area (S = 10 000 km2) in panels b and d. Uncertainty
associated with regional flood trends is shown by circles whose size is proportional to the width of the 90% credibility bounds.
Source: From [38].
impacts, for example, through improving awareness-raising campaigns
that stimulate actions for private precaution by using insights into
human behaviour.

Just as floods and society are dynamic, so is flood risk. It changes
over time and is responsive to multiple drivers. Risk assessment and
management needs to take this into account, so that flood managers
can come up with appropriate risk mitigation strategies. However,
the flood risk models in use today often only take into account a
few flood drivers, which limits their ability to factor in interactions
and feedbacks among these drivers, making them prone to biases.
The occurrence of floods and severity of impacts has a number of
influencing factors, including, for instance, climatic (e.g., increasing
rainfall), human (e.g., land-use change), or river channel processes
(e.g., levee construction). Including additional drivers into flood risk
assessment therefore helps to gain a better understanding of risk. Two
questions are of interest in this context: How does each risk driver
contribute to changes in flood risk? How do they interact with each
other and change flood risk?

Recent research demonstrated that it is possible to attribute flood
changes to drivers by analysing past changes. This is the result of a
newly developed, data-based framework for the analysis of long-term
5

records of flood data. The exemplary application to Upper Austria
linked the increase of floods to more intense rainfall over the past
50 years [39].

On the European scale, trends in the 2-year and 100-year floods
were estimated by fitting a regional non-stationary flood frequency
model to several regions across Europe where long flood records
are pooled following a spatial moving window approach [38]. Flood
records over five decades were used from 2370 hydrometric stations in
Europe. Distinctive patterns of flood regime change are detected for
large regions across Europe, which depend on flood magnitude and
catchment size (Fig. 3).

Another approach uses a simulation model of the flood risk chain
to examine the sensitivity of flood risk to changes in risk drivers. The
example application to the Mulde catchment in Germany shows that
changes in levee systems or vulnerability could outweigh changes in
climate [40]. The application of these approaches provides a more
complete view to flood risk and helps to prioritize and make decisions
more robust for long-term investments in risk reduction.

Temporal changes in vulnerability due to private precautionary
measures may significantly alter the impact of flooding, but as knowl-
edge about vulnerability reduction via private precautionary measures
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is scarce, their effects are hardly considered in loss modelling and
risk assessments. However, this is a prerequisite to enable temporally
dynamic flood damage and risk modelling, and thus the evaluation of
risk management and adaptation strategies. Sairam et al. [41] have de-
veloped a statistically robust methodology to quantify the loss-reducing
effect of private precaution from empirical survey data of flood af-
fected households. Further, loss estimation models capable of capturing
this loss-reducing effect were identified from state-of-the-art flood loss
models. Among the tested models, the rule based multi-factorial model
FLEMOps [42] and a Bayesian Network model [43,44] were capable of
capturing the effect of private precaution. Including this effect in loss
estimation for risk assessment decreases the common over-estimation of
risk for well-prepared communities and vice-versa. This information is
useful for insurers, as they can provide customized products and adjust
their pricing accordingly.

In addition to such changes in vulnerability, a better understanding
of the role of humans in relation to floods is needed. How much damage
a flood causes depends largely on the behaviour of the population
at risk. Flood-aware communities are often inclined to implement
structural protection schemes, but paradoxically, effective protection
from floods can ultimately lead to even higher levels of damage due
to the ‘‘levee effect’’ [4,20]. Accordingly, if an extreme flood event
occurs (exceeding the levee’s design level), far more goods are at risk
and the damage is much higher. By contrast, a high level of flood risk
awareness among the population (e.g. due to frequent flooding), may
increase the willingness to take precautionary measures in order to
mitigate the impact of floods. Traditionally, flood management decides
upon measures based on short term scenarios and cost–benefit analysis,
thereby not taking into account the interactions between the physical
and human system. This may result in measures being implemented
that are most feasible based on these scenarios, but are not the most
robust. To understand the long-term effects of measures or changes
in the system, it is important to study the human–flood system as a
whole. A new socio-hydrological flood model [45] provides an im-
proved understanding of such feedbacks through the development of
a socio-hydrological flood model. It represents feedbacks within the
human–flood system, by quantifying the populations’ ‘‘forgetfulness’’.
The results of a case study of the Elbe River in Dresden, Germany,
show that the experience of flood events positively influences the
consciousness of flood risk and leads to an uptake of precautionary
measures. Flood risk management may benefit from these results to
promote awareness raising campaigns and emphasize the role of private
precautionary measures [45].

3. Conclusions

The highlighted examples of recent advancements in flood risk
research demonstrate that an improved understanding of flood risk sys-
tems and the availability of more comprehensive information provide
a useful basis for well-founded flood risk assessment and management.
Novel tools for implementing the systems approach in flood risk assess-
ment and management are provided which enable the consideration of
upstream–downstream interactions within river systems, for instance,
due to levee breaches, but also temporal changes in risk, such as the
effect of private precaution on flood losses, the processing of big data
volumes and the simulation of large-scale yet high-resolution flood sce-
narios and unprecedented compound events. Further, new approaches
and methods for adopting a systems perspective in flood risk are
provided which allow to comprehensively consider flood risk drivers
to gain a better understanding of flood risk, understand and factor in
human behaviour, target entry points to improve the integration of
actors in risk management practice, as well as the quantification of the
redistribution of risk over large scales and the assessment of flood risk
management strategies both in terms of risk reduction and equity in risk
distribution. Policy-makers and flood risk managers can profit from the
Systems approach, as it provides novel methods and tools that offer a
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more comprehensive view to flood risk, reveal the relevant interactions,
and quantify essential feedbacks in flood risk systems. Further, it gives
tools for flood hazard and risk assessments that are spatially coherent,
consider interactions and cover large spatial scales. This deepened un-
derstanding of risk and the enhanced capability to assess risk improves
the basis for flood risk assessment and management.
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